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Abstract. We present a study of the deep and shallow donor levels under

hydrostatic pressure. The shallow levels follow
the conduction bands, while the
deep levels are strongly sublinear
with pressure. The temperature dependence
of the intensities and energies is used to obtain an energy level diagram of the
deep levels at high pressures.

1. Introduction

It iswellknown
that the application of hydrostatic
pressure movesthe conduction bands(CB)in GaAs in a
manner similarto alloying with AIAs:
the initial T-L-X
ordering changesto X-L-T both with higher AI tompositionand with hydrostaticpressure. We present a
study of Al,Ga,-,As (with 10’’ cm-3Si) upto apressure of 60 kbar at temperatures between 15 and 125 K
usingphotoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy.Shallow
donor levels that manifest themselves both via bound
exciton (BE)and donor-acceptor (DA) recombination
are observed at low pressures, where the lowest CB is
still at r. BE and deep-donor-to-acceptor recombination are seen at higher pressures wherethe lowest CB is
at X. At a few pressures chosen to be typical of r and
X, we study the temperature evolution of the PL spectrum and its dependence on excitation intensity.
We
obtain activation energies and thereby an energy level
scheme for the sample as the lower CB changes from r
to x.

this plot. The energy axes are shifted so that the BE at
zero pressure coincide. At 1 bar, a strong BE (r)and a
weaker DA peak are seen. The BE (r)shifts at the rate

-

2. Results and discussion

Our experiments were carriedout on MBE-grown samples 1pm thick on a GaAs substrate. The samples were
[2]. A
undopedbutcontainsomesiliconimpurities
diamond anvil cell was used with Ar as the pressure
transmitting medium, and the 5145 8, laser line was
used to excite the PL.
Figure 1 is a plot of the peak energies of various
transitionsobservedunderpressure.
Data fromtwo
samples with x = 0.29 [l] and x = 0.30 are included in
t Based on a paper presented at The High Pressure in
Semiconductor Physics conference organised by the High Pressure
Research Centre of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw on
20-21 August 1988.
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Figure 1. Energies of the peaks in the PL spectra of
Alo.29Gao.7,Asand AIo.,Gao.,As as a function of pressure.
The data from both samples have been plotted so that
the BE (r)peaks coincide at zero pressure. Note the
appearance of transitions from deep donor levels
beyond 9 kbar.
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of 9.9k0.1 meV kbar". Around 9 kbar, new peaks
from the deep-donor levels are observed. The strongest, labelled B, has a non-linear pressure behaviour: it
increases in energy between 9 and 30 kbar, flattens and
then decreases in energy after40 kbar. Thisis typical of
deepdonor levels thatdonot follow anyparticular
band. A weak shoulder,C, andsecond deeper level,D,
are alsoobserved to haveasimilarpressure
dependence.
D is a
In ordertodeterminewhetherthepeak
separatedonor level or a phonon replica of B, we
studied the PL intensity as a function of exciting laser
intensity. We found that peak D scales with B up to an
intensity of 1W cm", beyond which it saturates and
only thenotherrecombination
mechanismssuchas
peak B and the BE (X) (peak A) and FE (X) (peak A')
become viable [2]. We therefore conclude that D may
arise from a different donor level which is deeper than
B.
The excitons associated with the X CB, labelled A
(BE) and A' (FE) areobservedbeyond
14 kbar, and
shift at the rate of about - 1meV kbar". It should be
noted that at high pressure (>40 kbar), peak B is the
most intense, and it shifts in that region at the rate of
about - 2meV/kbar". Care should be taken not to
identify it as the exciton, especially in situations where
staggered transitions in GaAs-AlGaAs quantGm-well
systems are used to determine the valence band offsets
[ 341.
The temperature dependence of the energies and
intensities of the PL spectrawereused to determine
activation energies and scattering mechanisms at a few
chosen pressures that are typical
of the r and theX CBS.
The r CB region is well described by the zero pressure
spectrum. PL spectra in the X CB region, at 26 kbar, are
shown at several temperatures in figure 2. The individualenergyaxesforthespectrahavebeenshifted
(relative tothe lowest axis) tocompensateforthe
change in the X band gap with temperature [5] (GaAs
valueswereusedfortheVarshnicoefficients).All
spectra
were
taken
with an exciting
intensity
of
40 W cm-2. At 15 K , the BE (peak A), and two
DA
recombination peaks (B and D) are seen. It is evident
from figure 2 that the peaks change both
in intensity
and energy.
In figure 3 we plot the peak energy positions (circles) as a function of temperature. Thetriangles are the
peak energy positions shifted by the change in the X
band gap with temperature. We see that as the temperature is raised, the BE shifts to higher energies by about
25 meV between 15 and 125 K, suggesting an ionisation
of the level.In the zero-pressure caseasimilarplot
showed the B@) increasing to the energy of the FE.
Here the energy increases smoothly with temperature.
This smearing is reasonable since it requires a phonon
in ordertomakethetransition,andbothphonon
emission and absorption are possible at higher temperatures, as well as several different phonon processes.
The DA peaks B and D shift down slightly in energy
up toabout 75 K, beyond which theydecrease in
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Figure 2. PL spectra for A10.3Ga0.7As
a t 26 kbar for
several temperatures. The lowest energy axis
corresponds to energies at T=O, and the other axes
are shifted by an energy equal to the temperature shift
of the X band gap.

intensity and new peaks appear at higher energies (B'
and D' in figures 2 and 3). At 125 K, B' is strong and D
disappears
entirely.
Peaks
B' and D' are
about
20?5 meV above the 15 K levels of B and D, after
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Figure 3. Peak energies of PL spectra of A10.3Ga0,,Asat
26 kbar as a function of temperature. The circles
correspond to actual peak energies, and the triangles
are the energy positions corrected for the temperature
shift of the X band gap.
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Table 1. Activation energies at zero and 26 kbar
~

~~

2.037 eV

Temperature
Pressure Transition (mev) range (K)
Mechanism
Ea

Zero

26 kbar

FE
FE
DA

1 2 f 2 35 to 75
8 0 1 10 75 to 125
22 -t 3 35 to 85

BE (A)
FE (A')
DA (B)

7f1
38 -t4
5215

15 to 55
55 to 125
65 to 125

TO

1.997 eV

BE

1 990 eV

r CB

1E, = 7 mev
v

€,=V meV

Higher L CB
Ionisation of
acceptor
BE

to

FE

To X CB
TOXCB

correcting for the temperature shift. This suggests an
ionisation of the acceptor level.
The intensities of the peaks asa function of temperature were analysed via Arrhenius plots [4]. The linear
parts of the curves give the activation energies shown in
table 1.
From the activation energies E , and peak energies
as a function of temperature we draw an energy level
diagram (figure 4). The energies for the r CB (at zero
of
pressure)areingoodagreementwiththedata
Dingle [6]. A t high pressure, peaks B and D probably
DA recombinationfrom
different donor
arisefrom
levels,sincetheyhavedifferentexcitationintensity
dependences.Theyterminateonthesameacceptor
level, since the ionisation energy for both peaks is the
same and occurs at the same temperature, (figure 3).
The acceptor, from its ionisation energy and from zero
pressure DA energy, is believed to be CAS[7]. The peak
B is about 55 meV below the X CB (assuming the BE is
45 meV below X) and D is -100 meV below X. The
position of peak D agreeswiththe DL-A transition
seen by Henning [8], since it is 180 to 200meV below
the L CB (figure 1).
A t this time the origin of these levels is not definitely known, though it is reasonably certain that they
arise from Si donors. Further detailed temperature and
excitationintensitystudiesovertheentirepressure
range are in progress.
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Figure 4. Energy level diagram of the levels observed
for zero (left-hand side) and 26 kbar (right-hand side).
The energy separations are deduced from activation
energies and shifts in the energies of the peaks as a
function of temperature (figure 3).
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